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Overall Objectives and Design Requirements
The objective of this project was to create two robots which autonomously win a game of

JHockey.  JHockey is won by shooting the puck into the opponent’s goal more times than the
opponent over the span of a 4-minute game with one 90-second timeout for each team. The
start of a game is signaled to each robot over Radio Frequency (RF) as well as the position of
the puck throughout the game, as read by an overhead Pixy camera. Each goal is centered on
the width of the arena and colored with the corresponding defending team color.

The robots can have a frame perimeter of no greater than 80cm and a height of no
greater than 20cm. The robot cannot block more than half of the goal at any time. All robots will
wear a jersey secured to the top of the robot indicating their team color.

Overall Strategy
The team decided to make one robot specifically for defense and another robot

specifically for offense in order to avoid the two robots interfering with each other throughout the
game. The team members split into defense and offense bot teams with one member primarily
responsible for hardware and the other member primarily responsible for software on each
team.

Offense Bot Strategy
The offense bot was designed to move to the puck as fast as possible, get possession of

the puck, and then move towards the goal. At a certain distance from the goal, the robot would
shoot the puck.

It was decided on a simple shooting mechanism of just one wheel on top of the puck
spinning towards the robot to intake the puck and then spinning away from the robot to shoot
the puck. A DC motor with an encoder was chosen so that information could be read about the
speed of the wheel from the encoder. When the robot drives the wheel inwards but the speed of
the shooting wheel is zero, this indicates that the robot has possession of the puck and thus
changes the goal of the robot from obtaining the puck to driving towards the goal. See the
shooting mechanism video linked in the appendix.

To track the puck, a Pixy camera was used to find the puck and drive the robot towards
the puck. Once the robot had possession of the puck based on the information from the
encoder, the wheels then
drove the robot towards the
goal rather than the puck.

An RF module was
used to receive the game start
signal. Due to the high number
of pins required by the Pixy,
the motor driver, and the RF
communication, two Arduino
Unos were required to control
all of the sensors on the robot.
One Arduino controlled all
three wheels (both drive
wheels and the shooting
wheel) and the Pixy camera
while the other Arduino
controlled the RF and read the
encoder from the shooting
motor.
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Offense Bot Mechanical Design
The first iteration of the offense bot was designed to maximize speed while also

providing adequate mounting surfaces. Arduinos and breadboard were placed on the red
vertical surface seen in Figure 2. Ultimately, this designed was abandoned based on center of
mass issues causing drift and because the pointed shape of the chassis made it too easy for the
robot to get trapped against walls.

In the second iteration, the body of the offense bot was designed to maximize speed,
have a center of mass between the two drive wheels, and also avoid being pinned against walls
by the opposing team. A small footprint helps maximize speed and the circular shape avoids
being pinned by any corners. The arc cut off of the circular roof above the chassis ensures that
the robot never covers more than half of the puck, in keeping with the game rules. The tab that
extends towards the ground underneath the bottom chassis of the offense bot holds the puck
between the drive wheels when the robot intakes the puck. Batteries and breadboards were
mounted on the lower chassis platform while two arduinos and a Pixy camera were mounted on
the top chassis platform. The motors were mounted vertically to allow us to easily adjust the
height of the chassis to ensure that the shooting motor was exactly the correct height off the
ground to allow the robot to intake and shoot the puck. From the CAD image, one of the
rectangular standoffs was removed to allow space for the DC motor and encoder shooting
wheel.

An adapter was designed and 3D printed so that the wheel would fit on the shaft of the
DC motor with encoder, however the small size difference between the wheel shaft and the
motor shaft meant that the team
could not print an adequate
adapter. Instead, we wrapped the
output shaft of the DC motor with
encoder in electrical tape to
slightly increase its diameter
which allowed us to slide on the
wheel in a press fit. The entire
offense bot chassis was laser cut
from acrylic as this is a relatively
strong and inexpensive material
that the team had experience
working with.

Offense Bot Electrical Design
Due to the variety of motors and sensors used, two Arduino Unos were used to ensure

we had adequate pins for all the components. Arduino One (SensorDuino) was connected to the
RF transceiver and the shooting motor encoder and could read data. Arduino Two (MotorDuino)
was connected to two H-bridges and was able to control the movement motors, shooting motor,
and PIXY camera. Two H-bridges were needed since we needed to control the movement
motors that drove the robot and let it turn left and right and we also needed to change the
shooting motor from turning slowly in the intake direction and then suddenly to rapidly spinning
in the opposite direction to shoot the puck towards the goal.

Offense Bot Software
The logic for the robot was split between two Arduino Unos, SernsorDuino and

MotorDuino. Initially, the team planned to have the Arduinos communicate with each other via
Serial communication, but switched to HIGH/LOW over digital pins since it was easier to
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implement and mitigated string corruption or other memory issues. Additionally, the signals
which we needed to send between the two Arduinos were simple enough to be represented in
this binary fashion.
SensorDuino

During testing, it was determined that the RF transceiver may not always accurately
detect the GAME START signal, but could reliably receive coordinates. Thus, an if statement
was used to check if any RF signal was received and it was not a question mark. If so, the
motorDuino was instructed to move. Otherwise, the offense bot remained in this “stop” state.

Originally, it was planned to have the shooting motor constantly spinning slowly towards
the robot such that it would stop rotating once it firmly held the puck. This Arduino read the
output of the shooting motor’s encoder, so it could tell when it stopped rotating which indicated
puck possession. Then, it would switch to a GO_FOR_GOAL state where we look use the Pixy
to find the opponent’s goal. Unfortunately, the issues with Serial communication prevented the
team from fully implementing this feature, so the robot simply had the shooting motor, controlled
by motorDuino, constantly spinning outwards.
MotorDuino

It begins by checking if a stop signal is received on the digital pin from sensorDuino.
Otherwise, it begins moving forwards and searching for the puck. The shooting rotates towards
the robot by default such that it is always to acquire and hold the puck.

Utilizing color tracking code from the maze project, it was simple to implement this puck
tracking, especially since the camera and motors were controlled by the same Arduino. If the
puck was not seen, then it would alternate between going forward and making right turns until
the puck became visible. Once the puck was acquired, the robot would search for the goal’s
color. Once the goal was seen, then the shooting motor’s rotation would reverse direction thus
shooting the puck.

After seeing the size of the arena and discovering that the Pixy could recognize the puck
from a considerable distance, it was decided that it was not worth the effort of implementing
tracking via RF coordinates after struggling to efficiently implement a method for determining
which direction the robot was heading such that it could always turn to face the puck. However,
the team was concerned about situations where another robot was blocking the puck from our
line-of-sight which would prevent us from seeing it and potentially spin in circles. Therefore, we
had the robot go forward in addition to turning such that it would eventually find the desired
object.

Defense Bot Strategy
To create a goalie that would prevent the other team from scoring, we decided the robot

only needed to move left and right in front of the goal rather than around the play area in a
plane. The team also decided that it did not need to track the other team, but rather track only
the puck. This meant that while the RF receiver was used to begin the game, that was the only
use of the RF receiver in this particular robot. Furthermore, as part of the design of the robot, it
was decided that there would be tank tracks that would push the puck away from the goal if an
opponent pushed the puck into the goalie. This design can be seen better in Figure 3.

In order to achieve all of these goals set forth, the sensors that the robot needed were
then picked out. The Pixy camera was used to track the puck and inform the robot which side of
the goal to defend.

Since the robot only moved back and forth, the team wanted to create a design that the
robot could see to the left and right. It was then decided that a servo motor would be utilized to
assist the Pixy tracking. While the Pixy didn’t detect anything, the servo would pan in case the
puck was out of frame to the left or right of the goal. When the puck was detected by the Pixy,
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the servo would stop panning and the robot would move in the direction that the servo was
facing, also taking into account where the puck was with respect to the Pixy frame.

Defense Bot Mechanical Design
Because the robot

only had to move in one
direction, a single DC motor
with two wheels on each
end of the motor shaft was
used. For balance, three
fixed caster wheels were
used and it was ensured
that the motorized wheels
stuck out slightly further
than the caster wheels so
that they would always
have traction with the
ground.

For the active
defense mechanism, we
scavenged tank tracks and
wheels and designed and
3D printed a mount that
could hold the wheels and
let one wheel be powered
by a DC motor. Since we need a tank mechanism for both sides, two tank mechanisms were
made, with mirrored designs, and mounted to the sides of the robot’s base. They were also
angled 20 degrees up to enable the puck to be caught underneath. We found that the plastic
tank treads had issues with grip onto the puck and covered it with silicone tape and zip ties,
which greatly improved grip, as shown in the appendix video.

Since the motor and casters had to be mounted at specific heights and the tank
mechanism needed to be mounted at specific angles, it was decided that the design should be
3D printed in PLA instead of cut from acrylic. The electronics were mounted on the sloped roof
of the robot, with the panning Pixy camera at the front facing edge.

Defense Bot Electrical Design
There were three DC motors to control, but since the two DC motors powering the tank

tracks did not need speed control and could spin at a constant velocity to push the puck away,
we only needed one H-bridge to control the DC motor that moved the robot left and right. The
other two DC motors were directly powered from the Vin pin of an Arduino. We connected the
servo motor with the Pixy Camera directly to an Arduino and the RF module to another. The
servo motor with its known position was helpful in knowing where the Pixy camera was facing
when it sees the puck, so that the robot can know if it should move in the right or left direction.
This change in movement was aided by the use of an H-bridge.

Defense Bot Software
The code for this robot was written using two Arduinos and two sources of power. This

was mainly due to the higher power needed to power the tank drivers, as well as the fact that
the RF receiver had many wires and could not be placed on the same Arduino as the motors
and Pixy cam. Therefore, the first Arduino (Arduino1) had the tank motors and the RF receiver.
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The second Arduino (Arduino2) consisted of the two wheels under the robot to move in front of
the goal, the servo motor, and the Pixy cam.

The Arduino1 is what controls the start of the game for the defense bot. The code begins
with the robot doing nothing until it receives the start signal. This was achieved by connecting
the two Arduinos and outputting a “HIGH” signal to a digital pin on the second Arduino.
Therefore, without the signal, everything is “LOW”. Similar to the offense bot, the team was
worried that it may miss te start signal. So, instead of looking for the start signal, it was coded
such that the the cue to start was if RF signal was received and it was not a question mark. (The
question marks indicated stop and were continuously played when the game was not occurring).
Therefore, even if the start command was missed, when coordinates were sent , this would still
trigger the robt to begin gameplay.

When the signal is read, Arduino1 then powers the tank motors which will spin
continuously throughout the game.It also sends the signal to Arduino2 which has the motors for
the wheels that move the robot left and right, the servo motor, and the PIXY cam.

Arduino2 is what controls the primary functions of the goalie, so once this happens, the
first thing that occurs is the servo motor starts panning. The team decided to hace a panning
serco to maximize the area that the Pixy cam would be able to see. The Pixy cam, mounted on
the servo, begins searching for the puck in frame. This was achieved using a similar code that
the team previously used to track colors in the labyrinth lab. When the puck is seen by the Pixy
cam, the servo then stops panning and moves according to where the puck is with relation to
the servo motor and the Pixy cam frame. An example of this is, say the angle of the servo motor
is less than 90 degrees but it is picked up to the left side of the Pixy cam. This means that the
puck is to the right of the goal but not all the way to the right. When this happens, the wheels
move to the right, but the servo moves 10 degrees to the left to try to center the puck in the
frame of the Pixy cam.

The code for the defense bot can be seen in the Appendix of this report.

Testing Results
The team designed and built two JHockey robots over the 6 weeks spent on this project.

The offense bot was able to track and drive towards the puck, intake the puck, and make a shot
on the goal. The defense bot was able to track the puck and block shots. However, the robots
did not perform well in the final JHockey tournament. There were some technical difficulties in
power management with the PIxy cameras and the other sensors and motors. We
troubleshooted the camera and cables before switching to fresh batteries, which solved the
issue. Furthermore, one member of the offense bot team, unfortunately, got COVID 5 days
before the competition which made it very difficult to get the offense bot working in time for the
competition. We had a faulty H-bridge that prevented proper intake and shooting, which we did
not realize until after the competition. Once we swapped out the H-bridge, our shooting worked
well and links to a video along with puck tracking and goal defense are in the appendix.

Further Improvement
If the team was to do this project again, a good goal would be to lock in hardware earlier

and spend more time testing software on the completed system. It was a fun, yet difficult,
experience trying to figure out where sensors should go, on a fluid design and on the flip side,
creating a design where there was not a set space for the sensors. Because there were so
many options on the design of the robot, and much more freedom, the team spent a lot of time
trying to lock down what would work the best. The tank mechanism on the defense bot was
especially difficult to iterate, as the tracks had to have the right tolerances and sometimes
jammed. Ultimately, the team was happy with the simple but functional shooting mechanism and
puck tracking mechanism.
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Appendix

Materials List
Offense Bot Materials Defense Bot Materials

- Acrylic
- 2 DC motors
- 1 DC motor with Encoder
- 1 DRV8835 Motor Shield
- 1 RF module
- 1 Pixy Camera
- 2 Arduino Unos
- 1 LD239 H-bridge
- 1 Bread board
- Misc. jumper wires
- 1 LiPo Battery

- Makerbot PLA
- 3 DC motors
- 1 Servo Motor
- 3 Caster Wheels
- 1 RF module
- 1 Pixy Camera
- 2 Arduino Unos
- 1 LD239 H-bridge
- 1 Bread board
- Tank tracks and wheels
- Silicone tape
- Misc. jumper wires
- 1 LiPo Battery
- 1 9V Battery

Budget Spreadsheet
Link to Google Sheet:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15vq8h1GKtUE2xzz9Y82bBGwlh5PBpRLTyGY
esW-orlg/edit?usp=sharing

Offense Bot
Video for offense bot:
https://youtu.be/FXEZgtutSBY

Code for offense bot:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15vq8h1GKtUE2xzz9Y82bBGwlh5PBpRLTyGYesW-orlg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15vq8h1GKtUE2xzz9Y82bBGwlh5PBpRLTyGYesW-orlg/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/FXEZgtutSBY
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Defense Bot

Video for defense bot:
https://youtube.com/shorts/QAvJhtn5Pa0?feature=share

Codes for defense bot:
1. Code for Arduino containing the RF receiver and the tanks:

https://youtube.com/shorts/QAvJhtn5Pa0?feature=share
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2. Code for Arduino containing the two motion wheels, the servo, and the Pixy:
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